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Campus

In law school, a website is created, students participate in an international event of reflection and a teacher embarks on the web ...

Students participate in borderless Law

In 2015, students of Law Without Walls (right Without Borders), an international event bringing together law faculties from 27 universities, including the University of Montreal (UdeM), will reflect on practical solutions to the problems experienced in normative environments professionals. They will focus particularly on the employment prospects of young graduates and the relationship of lawyers with their clients. The students chosen to represent the UdeM will go to Dublin during next winter to meet with their counterparts in other universities, then in Miami in April. They have weekly meetings with their mentors and members of their team. "I see a golden opportunity for young lawyers to take part in an innovative business
TO PLAY ON THE SAME SUBJECT

News from UQAM

News from Laval University

McGill at the top, Ottawa lagging